
Decision No .. 84332 -----
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE SIATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the lnvestigation 
into the constructive mileage and 
related rules and provisions of all 
higbway carriers ~ relat.ing. to the· 
transportation of any and all 
commodities 'between all points in 
California (ineluding~ but not . 
limited to, constructive mileages 
provided in the Distance .. Table) • 

Case No. 7024 
Order Settfng Bearing 31 

(Filed June· 12, 1972) 

(Appearances are shown in Decision No. 81862 
and in attached Examiner'sProposed Report) 

FINAL OPINION 

Appendix A of this decision is the Proposed Report of 
Examiner J. W. Mallory, served NOV'ember 20, 1974.. The proposed report 
sets forth the background of the proceeding, the evidence adduced, the 
position of the several parties, and recommended findin~s of fact 
and conclusions of law. 

Exceptions to the proposed report and replies thereto 
were filed on January 21 and February 6, 1975, respectively. The 
matter was submitted on the latter date. 

. I 

EXCEPTIONS 
Exceptions to the examiner's recommended findings of 

fact and conclusions of law were filed by California Trucking 
Association (C'I'A), California Manufacturers Association (00.), 
Port of San Francisco (Port), and the Commission staff. The 
exceptions filed by these parties and their proposed substitute 
findings and conclusions are set forth below. 
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. C!A Exceptions 
CIA excepts to: 

1. The first paragraph under the heading "Preliminary 
Discussion" (page 14) ~ and particularly the implications which flow 
from the first sentence thereof which states: 

"Tne Commission's policy with respect to the 
present revision of its dis·tance table is set 
out in SOtrae detail in Decision 81862 .. " 

2. !he first paragraph under the heading "Discus~ion" (page 16), 
and particularly the last sentence thereof which states: 

"It is apparent that by adopting the staff's 
proposal and not CT'..A' s proposal, the Commission 
decided that issue for the purposes of the instant 
proceeding." . 

3. 'the second paragraph \lXlder the heading "Discussion" 
(page 17)) and particularly the first sentence which reads: 

"Thus it would appear that c:rA, by introducing 
Exhibit 31-27, has endeavored to re11tigate a matter 
already decided by the Commission." 

4. All "Recom:t.le'C.ded Findings" and "RecOtllClended Conclusions'" 
to the extent that tbey adopt by reference or implication the 

conclusions set forth in the above-referenced "discussion" paragraphs, 
including Finding 17 .. 

5. The failure of the exam:iner to discuss, and to make 
recommended ffndings and conclusions concerning related Orders 
Setting Rearing (OSH 806, Case No. 5432 et al.) .. 

CTA states that with respect to its Exceptions 1, 2, and 3, 
the examiner apparently proceeds) and makes recommended findings and 
conclusions, on the improper assumption that the funclamental issues 
herein were 'decicled by the Cotamission in Decision No. 81862. 1'b.at 

decision merely decided what its staff should do. CIA argues that 
neither it nor any other party had previously presented its evidence 
on the f\lXld.amental issues; the Cotamission decision properly made 
interim f1nd~s only concerning the proposals and evidence of its 
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staff; and that it is inconceivable that the Commission would have 
permitted the many additional days of hearing, the long and ~omp1i
cated cross-examination of the staff on the fundamental issues, or 
would have permitt~d evidence by other parties on such issues, if 
in fact Decision No. 81862 bad finally decided Commission policy 
on the fundamental issues' .. 

With respect to its Exception 4, etA recommends the 
following substitute finding~ and conclusions: 

(a) Recommended Finding 3 should read: 
"3. Interim Decision No. 81862 dated 
September 12, 1973 in OSH 31 ordered that 
the Commission staff shall continue its 
studies looking to a revision of the 
distance table with a view to conclusion 
of said seudies and presentation thereof at 
a public hearing within sufficient time to 
permit the revised distance table to become 
effective January 1, 1975. The scope of the 
studies ~e-be undertaken by the staff ~~l%-be 
tha~ were set forth in Finding 5 of the 
Opinion .. II (Changes noted.) 

(b) Recommended Finding 12 should be changed to read: 
"12.. Although the Commission adopted its staff 
suggestions in Decision 81862, the furth(tr 
evidence presented requires that the staff
proposed distance table should be modified 
as proposed in Exhibit 31-27 .. " ~hange noted.) 

(c) Recommended Finding 16 should be revised to read: 
"16. !he ComClission staff witness estimated 
that an additional period of seven months would 
be required to revise Exhibits 31-9 and 31-10 to 
include the metropolitan zoning proposed in 
Exhibit 31-26.. That time estimate is based,. in 
part,. on the necessity to develop approxl:mately 
65 new red points as entry points to the new 
zones or as r.lew mileage basing points, and on 
the fact that all distance table mileages must 
be recomputed using a revised computer run 
containing the new red points.. Such additional 
time estimates (see also Finding 11) were based 
upon f routine' handling by the staff .. " (Changes 
noted .. ) 
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(d) ~commended Finding 17 should be revised 1:0 read: 
"17. The ado}?tion of eTA's proposal in its 
Exhibit 31-26 concerning additional metropolitan 
zoning for the extended areas of Bakersfield, 
Fresno, Stockton, Sacramento, and North Sacramento 
wet11d-'tS1'\a'C13:y-aelay-tae-i,,~ua!lc:e-ei-:e!-8-M1d . 
should not be adopted at this time." (Changes 
noted .. ) 

(e) RecOtIlIllended Finding 18 should be revised to read: 
"18. Exhibits 31-9, 31-10, 31-11, and 31-28 
modified as required by Exhibits 26 and 27 should 
constitute tEe current revision of the distance 
table (D'I' 8) and the constructive mileages, 
rules, and related proviSions set forth in 
D'I' 8 are reasonable and justified. Such 
distance table should become effective at the 
earliest possible date." (Changes noted.) 

With respect to its Exception 5, CTA states that the 
failure of the examiner to discuss the related matters (OSH 806, 
et al.) is undoubtedly inadvertent, but the omission should be 

~ . . 
corrected. After several days of c:onsolid.ated hearings, a motion 

11 OSH 806 in case No. 5432 (and related proceedings) reads as 
follows: 

"The Commission f s Transportation Division s'taff bas 
conducted studies concerning revision to the Distance 
'rabIe, the results of which are planned to· be offered 
in evidence on J\me 17, 1974 it:. Case No. 7024, Order 
Setting Hearing 31. . 

'Various minimum rate tariffs published by the Commission 
are governed by the provisions of the distance table. 
Therefore, hearings ·should be held concurrently in the 
appropriate minimum r~te investigation cases for the 
purposes of determining to what extent the minimum rate 
tariffs should be modified." 

The presiding examiner granted the motion of Cal,ifornia Farm 
.Bureau Federation.~ as mOdified by erA, to separate the osa 31 and 
OSR 806 proceedings, and to consider the changes in the tariffs 
governed by the distance table required as a res~lt of the OSH 31 
proceeding following the adoption of the distance table changes 
reSUlting from that proceeding. Further hearing in OSH 806 will 
be scheduled following the culmination of this proc:eed:i.ng. 
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was made and adopted to separate Case No. 7024 (OSH 31), Case 
No. ·5432 (OSH 806), and related proceedings, and to continue the 
latter proceeding. eTA states that any final decision in this 
proceeding should note the above, and prOV'ide that the new distance 
table will not become effective for any minimum rate tariff until 
deciSions are issued in the related matters. 

CMA. Exeeptions 

. CMA.. excepts to Finding 22 of the Examiner's Proposed 
Report which recommends that the Commission direct its staff to 
accomplish a complete revision and publish a new distance table 
"with reasonable dispatch". Q1A. is concerned with the term "reasonable 
dispatch". Although CMA has no objections to the Commission's 
publishing a complete new distance table, it believes that the current 
Minimum Rate Tariff 2 (MR.! 2) cost and rate study and ~ the publication 
of a revised MRI 2 should take precedence and priority over'future 
revisions of the distance table. Q1.A. argues that the Commission r s 
staff does not have the capability to· work on both a complete cos.t 
and rate study loo!~g to updating its min~ rate tariffs governing 
the transportation of general commodities and performing a complete 
new dis.tance table study at the same time. CMA states that the 

MRT 2 cost and rate study has been underw'ay since 1971, is vitally 
needed by both carriers and the shipping public, and it is CMA's 
belief tb.a.t no other IIlCljor endeavor on t!le part of the Commission 
staff should stand in its way. 

CMA's exceptions state that the staff published the proposed 
Distance Table No.8· (DT S) (Exhibit 31-9) in bound form p although 
the printing on individual pages would suggest that the ultimate 
publication would be in loose-leaf form. The examiner in his 
Proposed Report makes no mention of the form of publication of the 
new distance table.. CMA. has discussed the form. of publication With 
various sbippers and tariff publishing agents in California. CMA 
avers that some agents may incur significant expenses by being required 
to publish and file a loose-leaf tariff with the Interstate Commerce 
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Commission (ICC) inasmuch as a distance table in bound form requires 
filing only the title page with the ICC under special permission 
obtained from that commission. CMA recommends that the staff be 

directed to investigate the form of the new distance table prior to 
its publication. 

Port of San Francisco Excep~ions 

The Port excepts to Recommended Findings 18 and 19. 
!'he Port r s exceptions state that because of forced rounding 

on. some highway segments, such as between San Francisco (Metropolitan 
Zone 111) and the San Jose area (El camino and State Route 17), 
certain mileages in proposed DT 8 are not just or reasonable and 
they would cause discrjmination in applieat10nwith rate structures. 
!he Port urges that correction should be made on the final print-out 
of DT 8.Y 

~ The Port cites 
Volume 10, pp. 

the testimony of witness Boucb.e't in 'l'ranscrip't " 
665-666, as follOW's: " ... " 

MZ 111 1:0 sa 17 
Broadway to Davis 
Broadway to Hesperian 
Broadway. to-' "Aft Street 
Broadwax to Jackson 
Broadway to Alquire 
Broadway to Alverado 
Broadway to Jarvis 
Broadway 1:0 SR: 84 
Broadway to Mowery 
Broadway to Warren 
Broadway to. SR. 237 
Broadway 1:0 U.S. 101 
Broadway to SR 82 

Witness Cumula'tive Witness Cumulative 
Q1 eM eM Used CM 

1.52 2 
8.53 lO.05 9 
3.35 13.40 3 
Z.3S 15.78· " 2 
1.73 17.51 2 
3.24 20.75 3 
1.20 2l.95 1 
2.25 24 .. 20 2 
1.77 25.97 2 
1.38 27.35 1 
5.11 32.46 5 
4.l1 36.57 4 
4.36 40.93 4 
2.26 43'.19 2 

11 
14 
16 
18 
21 
22 
24 
26 
27 
32 
3~ 
40 
42 

CM - Constructive Mileage 
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The Port's exceptions point out that from the record it 
appears that the staff has not assessed the proper mile~ge from 
:t-'lZ 111 to U.S. 101 via sa 17 and thus has created in proposed DT 8 

the potential for rate reductions which are prejudicial to ~be 
interests of San Francisco.. '!he Port states that the compilation 
errors pointed out in its exceptions cau be corrected in the final 
o=der herein .. 

Staff Exceptions 

The staff excepts to the statement in the Preliminary 
Discussion on page l4~ paragraph 3, line 7 within the paren~hes1s: 

" ...... standard vehicle (tractor and 40 foot trailer) 
used in the staff study .. " 

The staff recommends this should read as follows: 
" .... staneard vehicle (five axle--vehicle,. consisting of 
a tractor and two trailers with converter gear) used 
in the staff study." 
The staff states that the standard vehicle used for 

development of costs in the constructive mileage formula for Distance 
table No. 5 (DT 5) and subsequent distance tables including pr~osed 
M 8. is the five-axle vehicle with tractor plus two trailers described 
in the testimony of the staff Witness on April 25, 1961 on page 386 
paragraph 3 of Volume 4~ Case No. 7024~ DT S. transcript. 

The ,staff recommends the deletion of paragraph 2 and 3 
on page 17~ The staff urges that it should be in a poSition to 
provide for' a quick revision of the distance table in case of 
legislative changes) such as in !egal speed' limit for trucks, or 
possible major highway revisions. An example of legal speed l~t 
change was Section 22406, Vehicle Code, effective November 8, 1967 
raising the truck speed limit to 55 miles per hour from 50, which 
resulted in the revision of Distance Table No. 6(DT 7). 
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The staff urges that Finding. 23 be deleted .. l1 In support 

thereof, the staff argues the Commission should not be burdened by 

the issuance of .? formal order to. the staff in the direet;.on of 

it~ aetivities inasm:u.eh as the assumption of sueh activities by 
the Commission would require a major portion of its tfme. 

'!'he s·ta££ also states that the portion o£ the discussion 
preventing any staff field work prior to formal oreer by the 
Commission appears to the staff to be too restrictive; the field 

surveys for collection of data on various road segments for future 
updating of distance ta~les is often conducted by the staff in 

connection with field work on other studies for economy and eff1eienc~, 
and such field surveys may be started well in advanee of the other 
work on a distance table revision .. 

The s·ta£f also requests that the Comm.ission adopt the 
follOWing paragraph (d) in Findixlg 24: 

"(d) Determine whether any major change in distance 
table rules, metropolitan zoning, or other 
provisions of the distance table may be required, 
and advise all kn~~ interested parties of 
the nature of the changes if any, necessary 
to modernize the prO'llisions of the distance 
table, including the items in (b) above." 

The staff exceptions state that inasmuch as :evision of metropolitan 
zones in Item (b) would constitute a major change in the makeup of 
the distance table the staff believes the additional clause· should 
be added to Item (d) to insure that the proposed additional 
metropolitan zones may be studied with the other zones£or the DT 8 

revision. 

]j Since the staff recommends the deletion of Finding 23 as stated 
above, the staff recommends the deletion of Recommended Con
clusion 4 listed on page 24. 
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The staff requests the addition of an additional recommended 
conclusion to read as follows: 

"Upon completion of Distance 'table No. 8 the staff -
should be directed to proceed with the develo~nt 
of an optional 'all potnts-to-all-points, table' 8S 
set forth in Finding No. 5 (b) of Decision No. 81862." 
'the staff urges that the "all points-to-all-points table" 

. should, be made available to 4;Ll parties requesting it at a charge 
to be determined. Ihe studies ordered in Decision No-. 81862 
(Recommended Finding 3) included preparation of the "all poinrs-ro-all
points" table but no specific recommended conclusion with respect 
thereto is made by the examiner. The staff fee·ls that a conclusion 
specifically directing the staff to proceed with d~elopment of 
the "all points-to-all-points table" after completion of DT 8 should 
be included in the proposed dec1s1on. 
REPLIES TO EXCEPTIONS 

Replies to the exceptions of etA were filed by 'traffic 
Managers Conference (Conference) , CMA, and the Commission staff. 
Toe staff also replied to,the exceptions ,filed by the Port. 

Replies to etA Exce2tions 
The replies filed by Conference and CMA support the examiner's 

recommended findings and conclusions and strongly oppose etA's 
proposed substituted' findings and conclusions. Conference and ~ 
seek the immediate adjustment of the distance- table to reflect ~be . 

recent interstate freeway construction between major metropolitan 
areas an~ object to CTA's proposal for the reasons that substantial 
de lay assertedly would occur in the reissuance of the distance . 
table if CIA's proposals are adopted and because Conference and CMA 
object to revision of the constructive mileage formula to reflect 
current highway carrier operating .costs on the basis that such costs 
are inflationary_ 
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The staff replied to the etA exception to Finding 18 and 
the related proposed finding as follows: 

r~istance Table 8 should be issued in accordance 
with Recommended Finding 1S, i.e., 'Exhibits 3-1-l0, 
31-11 and 31-28 modified as required by Exhibits 26 
and 27 should constitute the current revision of 
the distance table (DT 8) ••• '" 
!he staff reply states that in order to comply with the. 

p:ovisions of Exhibit 26, it would be necessary to revise Maps Z, 3, 
2-U, 2-V, 2-W, 3-X, and 3-Yand then rerun the entire Section 3, 
the 1llileage table in the proposed DT 8, to include the addition :: 
of approximately 62 new red points and 17 new metropolitan zcnes .• 
in the North Sacramento, Sacramento, Stockton, Fresno, and Batcers:field 
extended areas ~ 

!be staff reply indicates that compliance with Exhibit 27 
would require undertaking a new study of present truck performance 
on grades, .along with a new cost study of vehicle investment and 
runnings costs, to determine if new figures would be needed in 
the formula and a new grade-speed table prepared for the computer 
p=ogram; new field sheet computations would be required a.nd the 
information suc:ma.rized for each road in the 36,000 mile network; 
a new set of 11 network base maps would ha"/e to be prepared .. .nth 
all of the node numbers and revised link mileages en1:ered on the 
maps; new input would have to be prOV'ided and information for each 
node and link keypunched; the entire Section 3, the mileage rable 

in the proposed DT 8, would have to be rerml by the computer; new 
plates wou.ld be required for ~pproximately 500 pages of DT 8; and 
Maps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 2-U, 2-V, 2-W, 3-X, and 3-Y would also 
have to be revised, with new plates prepared by the printer for 
pr:Lxl t.ing the revised maps. 

The staff states that the matter of reviSion of cost 
factors· in the constructive mileage formula was decided by CommissiO:l. 
Decision No. 81862 and the staff proceeded· on that bas:'s. To rework 
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all of the calculations and to revise the metropolitan zones would 
require nearly two years after the date of the decision of the 
Commission. 

In conclusion, the staff states that the proposed Dr 8 
properly reflects the addition to Dr 7 of many new roads and bridges 
ineluding the San Diego-Coronado Bridge and the maj or addition to 

Interstate 5 south of l.os Banos, and that reeognition of these 
changes in the distance table is long overd~ and should not be 

delayed by reconsideration of items previously covered in Deeision 
No. 81862;' the Commission staff, therefore, urges that t~ exceptions 
of the CTA. to the. Proposed Report not be adopted. 

Staff Reply to Port's Exceptions 
The staff reply disagrees with Port's assumption that it 

erred in compiling the eonstructive mileages from MZ 111 to tbe 
San Jose area; that' the constructive mileages subtotal at El Ca1nino 
and SR 17 is 43.19, but DT 8 total used only 42; and tbe constructive 
total to U.S. 101 fig.res to be 40.93 and the staff witness used 

only 40; and that the run from. MZ 101 and MZ 125 results in a 
constructive mileage of 48-.85, and the mileage used is 50. 

'!be staff reply states that the constructive mileage used 
on SR. 17 between Oakland basing point, MZ Ill, and Santa Cruz 
computed to a total of 77.0Swbichwas properly rounded to 77. No 
forced rounding was necessary CNer the entire segment; the con

structive mileage calculation by individual links between the 

San Francisc~ basing point" MZ 101" and the San Jose basing point" 
MZ 125" is actually a total of 50 ~85; and that any a.ttempt to change 
individual links by forced r-'Und:tng in the cases cited by the Port 
would result in changes for other segments to compens.ate. The staff 
states that adoption of the changes recommr...~ded by the Port would 
require a c¢ml>lete rerun of Section 3, the mileage table in the 
proposed D'! 8.. !be Coam:d.ssion staff, therefore. urges that the 
exceptions of the Port not be adopted. 
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DISCUSSION 
We have carefully reviewed 'the Examiner f s Proposed Report:? 

the exceptions, and replies thereto .. 
We adop-e the statements in the Examiner's Proposed Report 

with respect to the nature of the proceeding and the discussion under 
the topic beadings: "Backgretmd", ''Background of Staff Studies", 
"Interim Decision", "Hearings in Current Phase of OSH 31", "Evidence 
Adduced at Further Hearings", "Evidence Adduced by CT.A", "Staff 
Rebuttal Testimony", and ftFosition of CMA and Conference". 

The statements in the Exandner's rroposed Report \mder the 

topic heading "Preliminary Discussion" should be corrected to 
properly reflect the standard vehicle used in the staff study, which 
is a five-axle vehicle consisting of a tractor and two: trailers with 
coaverter gear.. With that correction the statements in the 
Examiner's Proposed Report 'tmder the topic heading ''Prel;minary 

Discussion" are adopted. 
!he sta1:ement of "Issues" are set forth· here for clarity. 

The issues to be resolved are: 
1. Whether either of erA's two .,proposed changes in the staff's 

proposed D! 8 would unduly delay the issuance of the revised distance 

table, and 
2. Whether tbe development of revised constructive mileages 

based on current cost data, as proposed by CTA, would have an improper 

result •. 
In light of the exceptions and replies to the Examiner r s 

Proposed Report, the statements in the Examiner's Proposed Report 
'I.11\der the heading "Discussion" should' be deleted. The following 

is substituted therefor. 
Decision No. SlS62 set forth the following reasons 

for adopting the staff's proposed X!lethods of developing the data 
underlying DT S, as set forth in the staff's Exhibit 31-7: 

''We concur in the. recommet).daeions in Exhibit 31-7 as 
to the scope and extent of the staff studies to 'be 
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undertaken herein. 'I'he reasons for this 
concurrence are the following: 

"1. Although substantial increa.ses in hourly wage 
costs occurred in the period between the estab
lishment of DTS and the revisions accomplished 
in DT6 and 'JYI:7, the constructive mileage formula 
was not brought up-to-date ~ connection with 
the revisions in DT6 and DT7. 

"2. the increase in constructive mileages which will 
result solely from the increases in the cost 
factors in the constructive: mileage formula 
average 2.6 percent.. Constructive mileages would 
be raised solely on the basis of cost faetors 
unrelated to any changes l:c. elements of highway 
design (grades and alignments) or bighway traffic 
(congestion and controls). . 

"3. If the original staff proposal were adopted, the 
highway mileages resulting ·from application of 
the updated constructive-mileage formula would be 
reduced by the so-called 'F' factor to b=ing the 
mileages so developed back in line with the 
mileages now incorporated in DT7. It would be an 
idle act to develop increased constructive mileages 
based on an updating of the const::'Uctive mileage 
formula and then revise those mileages downward to 
elim~nate the effect of the revised formula." 
The methods of developing the staff exhibi-cs for D'! 8 

adopted in Decision No. 81862 were not b~dfng upon other parties. 
CTA presented alternative methods of developing constructive mileages 
in DT 8 to those used in the staff studies. The examiner t s 

recOttlXlle1lded findings and conc lusions adopted the s.taff methods 
rather than CIA's. In its exceptions eTA urges the adoption of its 
methodS, which methods are opposed in the replies filed by a1A, 

Conferences, and the staff. 
The reasons for aud against the adoption of either method 

are the same as those considered by the Commission in Decis.ion 
No. 81862. The further evidence and .argument: adduced by c:rA with 
respect to changes in the components of the constructive mileage 
formula in connection with development of the mileages in DT 8· is 
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not persuasive for the reasons stated in Decision No. 8l862.. The 
examiner's recommended findings wouldd~fer consideration of changes 
in the constructive mileage formula to a subsequent proceeding. '!he 
examiner's reco:mnended findings in tbat regard will be adopted. 

The examiner's recommended findings would also defer the 
adoption of CTA's. proposed revisicms with respect to the zoning of 
the extended areas of Sacramento, North Sacrru::ento, Stockton, Fresno,an<l 
Bakers~ield because of the extensive reworldng of the distance 
table input data uecessary to accomplish such changes, and the 
reSUlting delay which would occur. !he exanriner' s recommendations 
in this regard will also be adopted. 

The staff oppose.s the examiner's Recommended Fin~ing 23 that 
no new revision of the distance table be undert.:;:.~. without 
determination of the methods to 'be followed in the development of 
studies prior to the time such studies are begun. w"hile it is 
generally true, as stated in the staff exception, that the Commission 
should not be burdened by the issuance of a formal order directtng 
staff activities, it is apparent that the present studies were under
taken by the staff without the intention of making a cotlll,)lete revision 
of the distance table nor determining the n3ture and e~ent of the 
revisions desired by the users of the table. Because the staff has 
been unwilling to change the scope of its distance table studies 
after any substantial amount of work. has been done, and because the 

volume of fieldwork and complexity of the studies do not permit 
other parties to prepare viable alternates to the staff prescntation~it 
appears necessary for the CoItmiss1on to determine the nature and· 
extent of the distance table studies to be conducted bY'its staff 
'before such studies are commenced. Therefore, the staff's request /' 
that proposed Finding 23 be deleted will not be adopted. 

The exception of the Port to the :natJner in which mileages 
are accumulated between local San Francisco Bay area points and 
s~ Francisco is not well taken. !he staff method is reasonable. 
Any disadvantage' which may result to the Port from the establisbm.ent 
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of the proposed constructive mileages to and from San Francisco should 

be considered in Case No .. 5432 (OSH 806) and rela~cd proceedings. 
As requested by eTA, the conclusions herein will be amen~ed to refer 
to the latter proceeding and the matters 'Which will be considered 
therein. 

Based on consideration of the Examiner's Proposed Report 
and the exceptions and replies thereto, it will be reasonable to: 
(1) adopt the staff proposals in Exhibits 31-9, 31-10, 31-11, and 
31-28 as DT 8, (2) consider the ~.'s proposals herein as factors 
to be used by the staff in the development of the nc:¢ revision of 
the distance table, and (3) determine beforehand the manner in which 
distance table revision studies should be accomplished in the future. 
FINDINGS 

1.. OSH '31 in Case No,. 7024 wa.s issued by the Commission to 
receive evidence from all interested ,parties with respect to the 
nature and extent of, and the appropriate methods of accomplishing, 
future changes in the constructive mileages, rules, and governing 
provisions of Dr 7. 

2.. Public hearings have been held in OSH 31 in which all 
interested parties have bad an opportunity to be he.ard. ':the Proposed 
Report of Examiner YJAllory (Appendix A hereto) was issued 
November 20, 1974; exceptions thereto were filed on or about 
January 21, 1975 and replies to said exceptions were filed on or 
about February 6, 1975. 1'b.e matter is ready for decision. ' 

3. Interim Decision No ... 81862 dated September 12" 1973 in 
OSH 31 ordered that the Commission staff shall con~iaue its studies 

looking to a revision of the distance table with a view to conclusion 
of said studies and presentation thereof a.t a. public hearing within 

sufficient time to permit the revised distance table to become 
effective January 1, 1975. The scope of the studies to be undertakeo 
by the staff were set forth in Fiilding 5 of the opinion .. 
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4. Pursuant to the Commission order in Decision No.. 81862, 
the staff presented Exhibits 31-9, 31-10, 31-11, and 31-28 which 
collectively comprise the staff's proposed D! 8. 

5.. The target elate for the adoption of D'l' 8 set forth in 

Ordering Paragraph 1 of Decision No. 81862 cannot be met because the 
hearing and subsequent decisional processes were carried forward 
beyond a date which would permit the Commission to issue a. final 
decision prior to the end of 1974 .. 

6. Although Dr 8 may not be adopted to become effective on the 
target date of .January 1, 1975 set forth in Decision No .. 81862, 
D'I 8 should become effective at the ea:rliest possible date in, k.eepi:lg 

with 'the intent of that decision. Following the adoption of DT 8" 
further hearing will be held in Case No. 5432 (OSR 806) and related 
proceedings for receipt of evidence conc~rn:f.ns. the changes required 
in tariffs governed by the distance table as a result of the 
adop'Ciou of DT 8. 

7 .. Pursuant to Finding 4 and Finding 5 (subparagraph (i.) of 
Decision No. 818'62, the staff's proposed DT 8 was developed by using 
the constructive mileage formula and values there:i.:l adopted for use 

in determining, the constructive mileages in DT 7.. The cost components 

used in the constructive mileage formula are the same for DT 5, DT 6, 
and D'I 7.. Ibe change in the values in the formula between DT 5 and 
D'I' 8 is a change in the standard speed from 50 'm?h (D'I" 5 and Dl" 6) t:o 
55 mph (Dr 7 and D'I 8) .. 

8. The Co=mission staff did not propose to zone the communities 
encompassed within the extended areas of Bakersfield~ Fresno, 
Stoc!tton, Sacramento, and North Sacramento as part of the staff 
studies undertaken herein and Decision No. 81862 did not require the 
zonfng of those communities. 

9. CIA, in its Exhibit 31-27, proposee that current values for 
running costs and current hourly costs be substituted in the construc
tive mileage formula fn place of the values ~dopted in connection 
with DT 5 (Decision No. 64802 (1963) 60 CPUC 453). 
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10.. The Commission considered the substitution of current cost 
values in the constructive mileage formula in connection with the 
plan for the development of the staff studies adopted in Decision 

No. 81862 and found in that decision that staff studies should be 
based on the constructive mileage formula and values therein used in 

connection with DT 7. 
11.. An additional 13 months would be required to revise the 

constructive mileages in Exhibits 31-9 and 31-10 to reflect the 
proposal in CIA's Exhibit 31-27. 

12. The adoption of the proposal in Exhibit 31-27 would 
unduly delay the iss-uanc:e of DT 8 for approximately one year.. The 

pr~posal in Exhibit 31-27 should be rejected in connecti~ with 
Dr S. 

13.. The eTA in its Exhibit 31-26 proposed that metropolitan 
zones should be established within areas embraced by the present 
extended areas of Bakersfield,. Fresno,. Stockton, Sacramento, and 
North Sacramento .. 

14. The establishment of metropolitan zones within the present 
extended areas,. as proposed in erA's Exhibit 31-26,. would reduce tbe 
geographical area subject to a single mileage basing point; 'I',Jould 
provide more equitable constructive mileage relationships within the 
communities embraced by the present extended areas 7 and between those 
communities and other points; and would conform to the criteria for 
development of metropolitan zones which underlie the development of 

the existing metropolitan zone systems. An additional period of 
seven mont~ would be required to revise Exhibits 31-9 .and 31-10 
to include the metropolitan zoning proposed fn Exhibit 3l-26 fn 

order to develop approximately 65 n~ red points as entry points to 
the n~ zones or as new mileage basing points, and to recompute 

311 distance table mileages using a revised computer run containing 
the new red points. 
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15,. The adoption of CIA's proposal in its Exhibit 31-26 
concerning additional metropolitan zonmg fo:: the extended areas 
of Bakersfield, Fresno, Stockton, Sacramento, ana North sacramento 
would unduly delay the issuance of DT 8 and should not be adopted 
at this time. 

16. Exhibits 31-9, 31-10, 31-11, and 31-28. should constitute 
the current revision of the distance t~ble, (D1' S) and the' constructive 
mileages, rules, and related provisions set forth in DT S are 
reasonable and justified. 

17. D'I' S, when applied in conjunction with minimum rate tariffs 
subject thereto, will result in just, reasonable, ~nd nondiseriD'ina
tory minimum rates for transportation governed by said tariffs. 

18. 1'0 the extent that the provisions of D1' 7 heretofore have 
been found to constitute reasonable rules and distances for common 
carriers as defined in the Public Utilities Code, the provisions of 
DT 8 adopted by the Commission in its order herein are, and will 

be, reasonable provisions for those car:iers. 

19. To this saIne extent, existing rules and distances which 
are maintained by said common carriers for transportation within , 
California are, and for the future will be, unreasonable, insufficient, 
and not justified by the actual competitive rates of competing 
carriers or by the cost of other means of transportation insofar 
as they are lower in volume or effect than those set forth in DT S. 

20.. Upon publication of DT 8, the staff should be directed 
to complete an optional "all poines-to-all-points table", as set' 
forth in Finding 5(b) of Decision No. 8l862. 

21. Dr 8 should be published as a bound tariff rather than in 
loose-leaf form to accommodate tariff agents who are required to' 
file a distance tabl~ with this and. other commissions on behalf of 
common carriers .. 

22. DT 8 is a partial revision of DT 7 for the purpose of 
includfng certain major new interstate higbway segments and new 
bridges; it is not intended to be a complete new distance tal>le. 
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The Commission staff should accomplish a complete revision of the 
distance table With reasonable dispatch. 

23.. In order to (a) eliminate unnecessary delays, (b) remove 
areas of possible conflict which cannot be resolved after studies 
are begun, and (c) aCcommodate the views of all parties, the 

Commission should specify by formal order the scope of the staff 

studies in connection with the revision of Dr 8 before field work 
in connection therewith is begun. Before hearing is held, the 

Commission staff should determine whether any major change in distance 
table rules, metropolitan zoning, or other provisions of the distance 
table may be required, and advise all known interested parties of 
the nature of the changes, if any, necessary to modernize the 
prOVisions of the distance table. 

24. The next major revision of the distance table should 
include the following: 

(a) A resurvey of all ferries, highway segments which 
are subject to governmental or other restric
tions which prevent or inhibit movement of 
tractor and semitrailer equipment, and other 
roads now included in the constructive mileage 
network. 

(b) The establishment of metropolitan zones within 
the present extended areas of Bakersfield, Fresno, 
StOCkton, sacramento, and North Sacramento, 
simil..a.r to the proposal in Exhibit 31-26. 

(c) Consideration of constructive mileages based 
on the use of cost <:tata as components of the 
constructive mileage formula which are current 
at the time. 

(d) A det~rmination whether any major change fn 
distance table rules, metropolitan zoning

7 
or 

other prcvisions may be reqUired. 
CONCLUSIONS 

1. Distance Table 8, as described in F:Lnding 16 (above), Should 
be issued effective July 1, 1975. 
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2. Further hearing should be held in Case No. 5432 COSH 806) 
and related proceedings to determine the amendments required L~ 
the tariffs governed by the distanee ~able as a result of the changes. 
in Distance Table 8, and Distance Table 8 shall supersede Distance 
Table 7 as the governing distance table to the extent and in the 
manner determined in those proceedings .. 

3. The distribution of Distance Table 8 shall be accomplished 
by separate order .. 

4. A new Order Setting Hearing in case No. 7024 should be 
issued and hearing therein held for the purposes described in 
Findings 23 and 24 (above). 

5. '!he Petition to Reopen Case No.. 7024 (OSH 31) for Purpose 
of Receiving Additional Limited Evidence filed by Pacific Coast 
Tariff Bureau and Distribution-Publication, Inc. on March 10, 1975 
and The Petition to Reopen Case No. 7024 (OSH 31) for Purpose of 
Receiving Additional Limited Evidence filed by Stewart and Nuss, Inc. 
on April 7, 1975 should· be denied .. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1.. The mileages, maps, rules,. and other provisions specified. 

in Finding 16 of this decision are hereby adopted as Distance 
Table 8· .. 
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2.. By subsequent orders Distance Table 8 will be served upon 
respondents a~d parties of record. 

. 3. The Petitions to Reopen Case No. 7024 (OSH 31) filed 
on March 10, 1975 by Pacific Coast Tariff Bureau and Distribution
Publication, Inc. and by Stewart and Nuss, Inc .. on April 7, 1975. 
are denied. 

The effective date of this order shall be . twenty days after 
the date hereof. 

0 .. _ "C'ooowo."'ci3c0-Dated at __ h)U,I,I, __ .f:_ .l.<.W4 _____ _ 

~yof ______ ~AuPR~U~ ______ __ 
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APPENDIX A 

... 

BEFORE !HE PUBLIC UTILITIFS COMMISSION OF 'mE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Investigation 
into the constructive mileages and 
related rules and' provisions of all 
highway earriers rela~. to the 
transportation of any and all 
commodities between all points in 
CalifOrnia (including, but not 
limited. to, constructive mileages 
~roVided in the Distance Table). 

. Case No.. 7024 
Order Setting Hearing 31 
. (Filed June 12, 1912) 

(Appearances are shown in Decision No. 81862) 

Additional Appearances 

~hn Odoxta~ for Shippers Imperial, Inc., respondent. 
- u~as j .. Rereolds, for Kaiser Cement & GypS\1m Corp.; 
~rt Sei~rt, for Kaiser Steel Corporation; 

o/:ul T. Reed, for Pacific Co as t Tariff Bureau; 
~ J. Nicolaus, for Western Motor Tariff Bureau, 

c.; Karl Mallard, for C & H Sugar; R. c. Fels. 
for Furniture ManUfacturers Associates of 
California; Delmer D. Watkins, for Shell Oil 
~any; Ralph Joo Staunton, for County of Los 
Angeles; C. H .. caterino, for the Flintkote 
Co'C).!>any, Roneer Division; Coo Fred Imhof, for 
IndUStt'ial Asphalt; R. A. Reamond, for California 
HOUSehold Goods Carriers Bureau; and Cornelius Foo 
Phelan, for General Electric Company; interested 
l>art1eS. 

E. Ooo Ca:anod~, for the Cotrmission staff. 

!ROPOSED REPORT OF EXAMINER .Joo W.. MAll()RY 

The Distance Table issued by this Co~s1on contains 
constructive mileages to be used in determining distance rates for 
transportation of p:roperty between points in California by highway 
permi t carriers to the extent provided in the min:innJm rat:e tariffs 
governed thereby. The current Distance Table 7 (DT 7) was established 
by Decision No. 74532 in Case No. 7024 (unreported) and 'became effec
tive January 1, 1969. Dl' 7 reflects legal speed limits, freeways and 
highways, and o~~~r conditions as of July 1, 1968 • 
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Order Setting Hearing 31 (OSH 31) dated June 12, 1972 was 
issued to p~rm1t the receipt of evidence from interested parties 
concerning appropriate procedures for the am.endment of Dt 7. OSH 3l 

directed th3.t hearings be held with respect to the nature .and extent 
of, and the appropriate methods of accomplishing, future changes in 
the: constructive mileages, rules, and governing provisions of 'DT 7. 
Background . 

'!he minimum. rate tariffs issc.ed by this Coamission which 
contain mileage rates have been governed by successively nuz:nbered 
distance tables since min:fmttn distance rates for highway permit 

carriers were first established pursuant to the mandates in the 
Highway Carrters tAct [Statutes 1935, Chapter 223, now Division 2 
(Section 1 of the Public Utilities Code)l. 

The distance table was co:npleuly revised by Decision No. 
64802 dated January 15, 1963 in Case No. 7024 (60 cree 453). Dr 5 

resulting f~om that proceeding contained several ehanges from prio: 

disblnce tables. The most prominent of these were (a) the establish

ment of zones in the three major metropolitan .areas in the State (los 
Angele$.~ San Francisco Bay Area, and San Diego); (b) the establishment 

of a rule providing tb..3.t the consttuetive mileage from or to a mileage 
basing point (other than a metropolitan zone) is applicable to or from 

any point within three actual miles of such mileage basing point; <c) 
the establishxnent: of extended .areas encompassing the metropolitan 
areas of Bake:sfield, Fresno, Stockton, S.acr.amento·, and North 
Sacramento; and (d) the establisbment of a rule providing that when • 
the distance table does not contain a constructive mileage for a 

partiCUlar highway segment, the constructive mileage ,for such segment 

shall be based on 1.3- 1:imes the actual mileage for 1:haesegment. 
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The cons tructive mileages in rrr 5 were based on a formula 
set forth in staff Exhibit 3 in Case No. 1024~ OSH 12./2.0/60 (~ 
Distance Table S (1963) 60 CPUC 453) .. Thae formula and the specific 
factors used in connection with DT 5 and D'! 6 are as follows: 

c 
CM -;f + cd 

c t 
:;;r + cd 

c t - time unit cost - $4.498/hour 

cd - distance unit cost -. $O.lS5/m11e 
v' - standard speed - 50 miles per hour 
v - actual speed 

D'r 7 revisions reflected the increase in the max:imum legal 
speed for motor trucks to S5 miles per hour (previously 50 miles per 
hour). there were no other factors changed in the constructive 
mileage £o~ula used in connection with the revision of Dt 5 and DT 6. 

Prior ordex-s in Case No. 7024 indicated that: the Coam1ssion 
planned periodic revisions of the distance table when major changes 
have occurred in factors affecting constructive mileage. 
Backgr2~d of Staff Studies 

The Cotnmission staff on J'anua:z:y 19 ~ 1971 adcIressed a letter 
to interested parties indicating that major changes had occurred since 
the last revision of constructive mileages (in D'l' 7» and that the 
staff Would appreciate comments as to whether studies looking to the 
revision of DT 7 should ~ undereaken and whether a target date of 
January 1, 1973 should be adopted.. Several responses were received to 
the letter of January 19, 1971. All contained suggestions concerning 
the matlner in which D'! 7 should be revised. Fibreboard Corporation 
:md California 'X:t'ueld.ng AsSOCiation (CIA.) suggeseed that ~e target 
date for revision of DT 7 be advanced to J'anuary 1, 1975. !his 
recommendation ~as later concurred in by Traffic Managers Conference 
of Cal1forc:1A (Conference) and California Manufacturers Association 
(CMA) • 
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On April 30, 1971 a letter was directed by the staff to 

i.."'l.terested parties stating that "after review of thecoaments and 
further consideration of the matter, it appears there is no need for 
issuance of 8. revised distance table prior to January 1, 1975,. 
Therefore, the staff does not plan to start work on a revision at 
this 'time. We plan to review this matter again around July 1972 .. " 
Upon receipt of the foregoing letter, Petition 30 was filed by etA. 

OSH 31 and Petition 30 were consolidated for hearing. 
Public hearings in the consolidated proceedings were held on June 16 
and September 27, 1972; and on January 23, February 15 and 16, and 
May 23 and 24, 1973. On the latter date the consolidated proceedings 
were submitted for a ruling by the Cotmnission with respect to the 
nature and extent of the studies that would be conducted by the 
Coamission staff looking to the revision of D! 7. 

In Petition 30, etA. developed evidence to show .that the time 
'UX'J.it costs and mileage unit costs used in the constructive formula 
which underlies DT 5, DT 6, and DT 7 are substantially below current 

costs. C'l':A reques.ted that any revision of the distance table be. 
based on the use of current time and mileage unit costs in the 
constructive mileage formula. 

The Commission staff presented a proposed schedule for 
completion and issuance of DT 8, which contemplated that staff studies 
would be completed by April 1, 1974 and th.a.t DT 3 would be issued 
NOVember 1, 1974 and would become effective January 1" 1975. the 
detailed recommendations' of the staff are contained in Exhibit 31-l 
and :nodified in Exhibit 31-7. Insofar as pertinent to the issues to 

be resolved in the current phase of OSH 31~ staff Exhibit 31-7 stated 
as follows: 
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rrThere have been numerous and substantial changes 
in the roads and highways since the issuance of 
TYr:7 on J'ant;a.ry 1, 1969. rtr7 covered n~ highways 
scheduled for completions up to July 1, 1969. 
Between that time and the present new bridges 
have been eons truc:ted and hundreds of miles of 
new freeways e~leted including the new Inter-
s tate 5 route between Los Angeles and State Route 
lS2 near Los Banos which was opened in March 1972. 
By January 1975- hundreds of additional miles of 
new freeways and improved highways will have been 
completed. to properly meet the transportation 
needs of the economy of California the distance 
table must be based on current highway conditions. 
It is imperative t:b.at Distance Table 8 be issued 
no later than January 1, 1975. 

"In cons.ideration of the above conditions it is 
necessary to modify the staff proposal for 
Distance Table 8 as outlined in EXhibit 31-1 to
exclude any changes resulting from: 

l. Revision of constructive mileage fo:mula. 
2.. Modification or addition of zones .. " 

C!A VigorOusly opposed the above staff proposal dealing with. 
"revision of conseruc:tive mileage formula". eTA. filed a motion 
reques ting the Coamission to direct the Com:nission staff to cease 
processing distance table material·(exeept for sample and testing 
purposes) which assured ~sion approval of old constructive - . 
mileage formula c.omponents and to direct that the staff studies be 
based on current facts and circums 1:ances • 

The proceedings were taken under submission for rulings by 
the CommiSSion on the· methods .and time schedules which should be 
adopted for revision of DT 7. 
InteTim Decision 

Interim Decision No. 81862 dated September 12, 1973· in the 
consolidated proee~ ordered .as follows: 
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"l~ The Commission staff shall continue its stt¢ies loold.ng to 
a revision of the distance table with. a view to conclusion of said' 
studies and presentation at a public hearing within sufficient time 
to permit the revised distance table to become effective Janu.uy 1, 
1975,. ~e scope of the studies shall be that set forth in Finding 5 
of the preceding opinion. 

"2. !he motion of California Trucking Association filed J'une 14, 
1973 is denied. 

"3. To the extent not granted by Ordering Paragraph 1 hereof, 
Petition for Modification No. 30 in· Case No. 7024 is denied. 

"4.. '!he proceeding in Order Setting Hearing 31 in Case No. 1024 
shall rema:I n open for the receipt of further evidence." 

Decision No. 81862 stated as follows: 
J"It is apparent from the evidence and argument presented by 

the staff that it concluded that to wait the necessary time for the 
CotDalission to decide the issues raised by it in OSH 31 would preclude 
it from completing its studies in time to permit revision of the 
distance table on January 1, 1975. 

'twe concur in the reconxnenciations in Exhibit 31-7 as to the 
scope and extent of the staff studiestO' be undertaken herein. 'rhe 

reasons for this concurrence are the following: 
1. Although substantial increases in hourly wage costs 

occurred in the ~riod between the establishm.ent of 
D'r5 and the revisions accomplished in DT6 and DTl, 
the constructive mileage formula was not brought 
up-to-elate in connection with the revisions 1n IY.r6 
and r:tr7. . 

2. The increase in constructive mileages which will 
result solely from the increases in the cost 
factors in the cons truetive mileage for.nula 
average 2.6 percent. Constructive mileages would 
be raised solely on the basis of eost factors 
unrelated to any changes in elements of highway 
design (grades and. alignment) or highway traffic· 
(congestion and controls)." 
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lbe findings of Decision No. 81862 pertinent to this phase 
of OSH 31 are set forth below. 

1. Prior orders indicate that it is the intent of the Coc:mission 
that the distance table be revised wben there has been a major change 
in 8Jly factor affecting constructive mileage compilations. 

2. There have been sufficient changes in the factors affecting 
constructive m:i.leages to require that the distance table be amended 

to reflect such changes. !he principal change is the opening of a 
new interstate freeway route on the west side of the San .Joaquin 
Valley (Interstate 5) which substantially changed the highway mileages 
between the two major metropolitan areas of the State. 

3. The last revision of the distance table was pursuant to 

Decision No. 74532 and became effective January 1, 1969. It ~"ill be 
reasonable to revise the distance table to reflect current conditions, 
and such revisions should be accomplished as SOOn as possible. The 
earliest date which such revision can be made effective is 
Janu.a:ry 1, 1975. 

4. For the reasons expressed in the preceding opinion it will 
be reason.a.ble to develop constructive mileages in the current revision 
of the distance table based on the factors in the constructive mileage 
for:nula adopted for the DT 7 revisions (Decision No. 74532). 

5. The scope of the study to be conducted by the Commission 
staff shall be the following: 

(a) Proposed Distance 'table 8 will be prepared 
in essentially the same formae as Distance 
Table 7, cons.isting of Part I - Rules and 
Tables of Distanees, and Part II - Book 
of Maps. 

(b) .A:A optional Part III cons is t1ng of an "all 
points-to-all points" table will be prepared, 
but will not be incorporated in DT 8. 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

New points will be added in accordance with 
t:he criteria set forth in Exhibit 31-7. 
Those points listed in Appendices :s and C 
to Exhibit 31-6 will be included as 31ack 
or Red Points. Tuolumne will be changed 
from a Red to Black Point. The points lis ted 
in Appendix :s to Exhibit 31-7 will be cross
referenced in the index. 

l1le foll~ points will be changed from 
Black Points to Red Points. 

Armona Fields Land1D.g Plaster City 
Bells Station Fort Ord (Maiii Gate) Pcway 
Berenda Graton Rio Linda 
Betteravi..a Greeley San Lucas 
Biola Grimes San Martin 
Boulder Creek Jamestown San Miguel 
Car.r Junction No. 2406 San Ramon 
Castaic Loomis Standard 
Chualar Madison Thornton 
Courtland Mira Lema Victor 
Cutler Moss Landing Westencl 
Famosa Nitrosbell Windsor 

Norman Yolo 
Indian Hill (Amador County) and thorn 
(San Bernardino County) will be established 
as Red Points. 

The Mil~e Basing Point for Metropolitan 
Zone 101 be relocated fr~ the intersection 
of Ihird Street and Fourth Street,. San 
Francisco to the intersection of !bird 
Street and Army Street,. San Francisco. 
New roads constructed since the last revision 
of the distance table and roads which have 
increased traffic or otherwise are more 
important will be added. 

The San Diego-Coronado· Bridge anc1 the Ord-Bencl 
Bridge w1.11 be included. 
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(h) Add! tiocal cons truct1ve mileage to eompensace 
for restricted operations due to ferries, 
load limits on bridges, or other reasons will 
be developed for those road segments described 
in Part 2 of Exhibit 31-8, using the methods 
described herein. 

(i) The constructive mileage formula for DT 8 
will be that used in connection with D1" 7. 

(j) The grade-speed relationship will be that 
set forth in Exhibit 31-2, page A-3. 

(k) The four additional zones in the San Diego 
Area directed to be included in the distance 
table pursuant to Decision No. 71610 dated 
November 29, 1966 in Case No. 5439 (OSH 
1/4/66) will be added. 

(1) Supplementary maps will be replaced with the 
current 10ca.1 maps available to the staff. 

(m) Rule changes required to implement the above 
will be made as. required. 

6. A schedule for c~let10n of studies that will permit the 
revised distance table to become effective on Jan~ 1, 1975 will 
be reasonable and is required. 
Hearings in Current Phase of OSH 31 

Further heatings in the curren t phase of OSH 31 were held 
at S<:n Francisco on June 17 and 20, July 2, and September 23 and 24, 
and October 29 and 30, 1974; and in Los Angeles on June 24, 25, and 
26, and September 16 and l7, 1974. The matters were submitted on 
October 30, 1974. 

On October 29, 1974 CIA filed a motion seeking the .issusnce 
of an Examiner's Proposed Report, which was granted by the Coaraission. 
CIA also sought the opportunity to file briefs prior to the issuance 
of such report. That request is denied. 
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Evidence Adduced at Further Hearings 

The Com:n1ssion staff presented Exhibit 31-9 entitled 
"Proposed Distance Table 8" and Exhibit 31-10 entitled "Proposed 

Distance Table 8 Book of Maps". Exhibit 31-11 is an errata sheet, 
which corrects errors in Exhibit 31-9. Together these exhibits 
constitute the efforts of the staff to comply with 'the order and 

directive of the Commission in Decision No. 81862, particularly wit:h 

respect to Findings 4 and 5 of that decision. 

Exhibit 31-9 was sponsored by a transportation engineer and 
a transportation rate expert from the Coamission' s Transportation 
Division - Freight Economics Branch. The engineer testified that the 

majority of all U .. S. highways and state sign routes that make up the 
highway system in California were resurveyed by scaff personnel for 
the current revision of the distance table. '!he wieness stated 'that, 
in addition, a large portion of the primary eounty roads were 
resurveyed; part of the remaining roads, such as other county roads 
and fire service roads were also covered.. The staff engineer es t1-
mated that 75 percent of the roads in the proposed distance table 
network were surveyed for DI 8; the witness estimated' tha1: DT 8, 
contains about 36,000 miles of roads and, therefore, 27,000 miles 
were resurveyed preparatory to the preparation of proposed Dr 8. 

The staff engineer and rate expert testified that they had, 
jOintly prepared proposed DT 8 in accordance with the Findings 4 and 
5 of Decision No. 81862 and that the additions, deletions, and changes 
directed in those findings are aceomplished in proposed Dr S. 

A staff engineer also presented Exhibit 31-28, which 
contains a proposed amendment of Dr 7 adopted by ex parte order in 

Decision No. 83564 dated October 8, 1974 in Case No. 7024, Petition 32. 
The revisions of DT 7 aeeomplisb.ed in tlat .order are also recommended 
for inclusion in DT 8 .. 
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Extensive cross-examination of the staff engineer sponsoring 
Exhibits 31-9 and 31-10 (OX 8) was conducted by CIA to dete~e the 
manner in which the staff studies underlying the preparaeion of those 
exhibits were conducted and to dete~e whether the proposed dis~ce 
table properly reflects that data disclosed in the staff studies. In 
response to C!A.: s request, 'Work papers and other underlying data used 
in ~reparation of Exhibits 31-9 and 31-10 were furnished to etA for 
review. Some of the additional information furnished at eTA' s 
request was made part of the record as Exhibit 31-14, Exhibits. 31-16 

through 31-20, and Exhibits 31-22 and 31-23·. 
Evidence Adduced by etA 

~ presented evidence through two wi~esses as to that 

organization's proposals with respect to Dt S. 
In its Exhibit 31-24, C'IA extract:ed the testimony of the 

Commission staff witness presented in Case No. 7024 (OSH l:l.!20/60) 
with respect to the criteria used by the staff in the development of 
the metropolitan zones proposed by the staff in DT 5. (Transcript 
Volume 2,. April 12, 1961.) !he purpose of that presentation was to 

show the bases for ~~e metropolitan zones noW included in ehe distance 
table, inasmuch as no discussion of t:hat subj eet appears in Decision 
No. 66573. The testimony of the staff witness extracted in Exhibi'C 
31-24, in addition to stating the criteria ·for the present metro
politan zones in the Los Angeles:- San Francisco B.ay, and San Diego 
metr~olit3n areas, also explained that the staff contemplaud that 
in the future the staff would recoa:II:De1ld 1:hat metropoll.tan zones be 

established for the extended are3S of Bakersfield, Fresrzo, St:Oclcton, 
Sacra:nento, and North s.aer~J)eo .. 
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CIA presented Exhibit 31-25, which contains statistical and 
geopolitical data for the coamunities of Bakersfield, Fresno, Sto¢kton, 
and Sacramento. !he data supplied therein show that each coa:mllni'ty 
is a center for manufacturing, agriculture,. wholesale and retail 
tra.de, and government activities; and that such activities are 
conducted in an area which extends beyond the corporate botmdaries of 
the central city. The witness testified that the present extended 

areas for the c:oamnmities of Bakersfield,. Fresno,. Stockton" 
Sacramento, and North Sacramento encompass the areas of such economic 
activity; and that such extended areas have external boUndaries which. 

are greater in diameter than other coamnmities which do not have 
extended areas. The witness stated that, based on t:b.e criteria here
tofore used for zoning of existing metropolitan areas" zones should 
be established within the extended areas of the communities in 
question. Zone descriptions and proposed rules to accomplish the 
zoning of the extended areas surrounding. Bakersfield, Fresno, Stockton, 
Sacramento, and North Sacramento are set forth in eTA's Exhibit 31-26. 

CIA again presented evidence designed to show that 'the time 

unit costs and distance unit costs used in the constructive mileage 

formula underlying D! 8 are out:moded for the reason that current 
costs developed by the CIA witness substantially exceed the unit 
costs which were developed for D'r. 5 and which are carried forward 

into the constructive mileage formula used in the development of DT 8. 
In Table 2 of Exhibit 31-27, the erA witness compared such unit costs 
as follows: 

ct - time unit cost -
c ' 

d - distance unit cost -

Di8tance Table 5 
(~O) . 

$4.498/hour 

$0.155/mile 

-12-. 

Distance Table 8· 
(1975) 

$12.3806 

$ 0.0219 
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c:rA. renewed its request 1:hat: the revisions of constructive 
mileages to be accomplished in D'l' 8 be determined using current time 

and mileage unit costs in the constructive mileage formula. 
Staff Rebuttal Testimony 

etA's proposal was opposed by the staff on the basis that 
such proposals would unduly delay the issuance of a new distance 
table. !he Commission staff estimated that if no changes are required 
in its proposed D'I' 8 as set forth in Exhibits 31-9, 31-10, 31-11, and 
31-28, a new distance table could be printed and published within' 
5 months after a decision was issued herein; that if the ~·s zoning 
proposal in Exhibit 31-26 is adopted, an additional 7 months would be 
required to complete and publish a new dis1:ance table; and that if 
the construetive mileage formula is revised to reflect current hourly 
and mileage unit costs and constructive mileages are revised on such 
formula, an additional 13 months would be required. If both 

proposals in Exhibits 31-26 and 31-27 are adO?ted, the necessary work 
to complete DT 8 would require about 18 months. 

The staff in Exhibit 31-29 also presented data to show that 
the sole effect of using current cost elements in the constructive 
mileage formula would be to increase constructive mileages. '!he 
exhibit shows that such increases would fall the heaviest on highway 
segments subject to the lowest speecls, a::1d would have the least effect 

on highway segments rated at or near the maximum speed of 55 mph. 
Position of CMk and Traffic Managers Conference 

CMA. and Conference argue that DT 8, as proposed by the 

staff, is primarily a revision of D'I' 7 designed to 1r1corporate in 
the dis,tance table the changes in mileage resulting from the new 
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freeways constructed since the advent of DT 7.Y CMA and Conference 
recom:nend that the CoaIm1ssion pursue its stated course. of aeeion as 
set forth in Decision No. 81862 and, without further delay, issue. 
its .ame.nd.cd distance table as set forth in Exhibits 31-9 and 31-10 
herein. 
Preliminary Discussion 

'l'he CoaIm1ssion' $ policy with respect to the presen't revision 
of its distance table is set out in some detail in Decision No. 81862. 
It 'is the apparent conce:r:n of the Coami.ssion, in arrivi~ at the' order 
therein, that the revised distance table should be issued promptly 
w:tth a target effective date of .Jmua:ry 1, 1975. Issuance of a. 
revised distance table by that date is no longer possible. However, 

the revised table to result from this proceeding should be issued 
without tmWarranted delay. 

etA extensively cross-examined the staff Witnesses con
cerning areas where no up-to-date studies assertedly were made for 
the purposes of this proeeeding.. The record shows that only three
quarter.) of the road system incorporated in the distance table were 
currently studied by the staff and that: the unstudied areas include 
many road segments subject to operating restr!ctions for the standard 
Vehicle (tractor and 40-foot ttailer) used in the seaff study. en 
abandoned its request for more data in those areas and concentrated 
its requested changes in two major proposals; that is, the internal 
zon.ing of the existixlg extended areas described in DT 7) and the 

developmeut of constructive mileages based on the use of current cost 
facto;rs in the constrt1etive mileage formula. '!he major objection to 
the a.~ption of the two C'.rA proposals is that such proposals would 
ca~e unwarranted delays in the issuance of a revised distance table. 

------------------- -----------------_.------------Y In Petition 825 in Case No. 5432, CMA seeks an immediate increase 
in the San. Francisco Bay Area.-Los Axlgeles Area point-to-p()int 
rates in Minimum Rate Tariff 2 to re~lect the reduction of 
appro~3cely 33 constructive miles between the Los Angeles and 
San Fr:m.eisco areas resulting from use of the Interstate 5 
free:w:;.y construe~d since DT 7 was issued. 
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The Coamission staff, CMA, and Conference also object to 
the use of current costs in the constructive mileage formula for 
the reason that increases in constructive mileages would occur which 
would result solely from the increases 1n carrier operating costs. 
Assertedly, full effect is given t<> operating costs of carriers in 
the setting of rates in minimum rate proceedings _ The staff 
originally proposed in the initial phase of this proceed~lg that 
current cost elements be used in the constructive mileage. formula 
and tb..a.t the mileages reSulting from the use of the updated formula. 
be adjusted by the use of a so-called "F" factor (see Decision 

No. 81862). '!he purpose of the ''F''. factor a.djust:nent was to reduce 
the constructive mileage for the revised DT 8 system as a whole to 

the total constructive :nileages contained in DT 7. The staff 
assertedly abandoned its "F" factor proposal for the reason of 
expediency; the staff never alleged that improper results would stem 
therefrom. 
Issues 

The issues to be resolved in this phase of aSH 31 are two: 
1. Whether either of CTA' s two proposed changes in the 'staff's 

proposed DT 8 'Would unduly delay the issuance of the revised distance 
table) and 

2. Whether the development of revised constructive mileages 
based on current cost data, as proposed by C'!A., would have an 
improper reSUlt. 
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Discussion 

Decision No. 81862 herein set forth the Coamission' s reasons 
for ac10pting the staff's proposed methods of developing the data 

underlying DT 8, as set forth in the staff's Exhibit 3l-7.Y The 

changes in components of the constructive mileage formula urged by 

etA in the final phase of OSH 31 are the same as those considered in 
the initial phase and rejected by Decision No. 81862. C!A.raised 

that issue in its petition for rehearing of Decision No .. 81862 which 
was denied by Decision No. 82236 dated December 7, 1973.. It is 

apparent that by adopting the staff's proposal .and not CIA's proposal, 
the Commission decided that issue for the purposes of the instant 
proceeding. 

Y Decision No. 81862, at mimeo pages 13 and 14, states as follows: 
''We concur in the rec:ommenclations in Exhibit 31-7 as to 
the scope and extent of the staff studies to be under
taken herein. The reasons for this concurrence are the following: 

1. Although substantial increases in hourly wage 
cos ts occurred in the period between the estab
lishment of DTS and the revisions accomplished 
in DT6 and r:tr7, the constructive mileage formula. 
Was not brought UP-to-date in connection w1th 
the revisions in D!6 and rn:7. 

2.. The increase in constructive mileages which will 
result solely from the increases in the cost 
factors in the constructive mileage for.mula 
average 2.6 percent. Constructive mileages would 
be raised solely on the basis of cost factors 
unrelated to any changes in elements of highway 
design (grades and alignment) or highway traffic 
(congestion and controls). 

3. If the original staff proposal were adopted, the 
highway mileages resulting from application of 
the updated Construetive-.nileage fo~la would be 
reduced by the so-called 'F' factor to bri.1:2g the 
mileages so developed back in line with the 
mileages now incorporated in rtJ.:7. It would be an 
idle act to develop increased constructive mileages 
based on an updating of the constructive mileage 
formula and then rev18~ those mileages downward to 
elimi:o.:..~ th~ ~:£1:""et of ~ revu(l'd .fol:mUla.. n 
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• 
Thus it would appear that C'!A, by introducing Exhibit 31-27, 

has endeavored to relitigate a ~tter already decided by the 
Co:mnission. The determinations in Decision No. 81362 were made solely 
for the purposes of developing the current revision of the dis tance 
table and are not binding in coxmection with future revisions of the 
table. Throughout the hearings in OSH 31 C'I:A has- expressed the fact 
that it has urged a complete revision of the table in past proceedings, 
as well as in the current proceeding. The Commission shot.11c1 consider 
the CIA's requestsinExhibits 31-26 and 31-27 to be part of the CIA's 
continuing policy in that respect and that such proposals also apply 
to any succeeding revision of the distance table. 

It is apparent that the Comnission approval of the staff's 
undertaking in connection with subsequent revisions of the distance 
table should be made in advance of the onset of the staff field work 
in order to avoid the sitt.1ation which has arisen herein. Once the 
staff had embarked on a specific course of action and many man-hours 
had been coamitted thereto, the reluet:3:'!ce of the staff to change any 
part of that course of action beea:e man~~estly ~~?arent. 

T~ avoid in the future the delays encountered herein and to 
ensure that the staff methods of gathering, analyzing, and compiling 
the data for any forthcoming revision of the distance table will be 
satisfactory to all affected parties, no seaff field work or 
co::npilation of data should be begun without formal approv'al by the 
Co~ssion of the methods to be used. Inasmuch as the revision of the 
distance table appears to be a continuing project for the staff, the 
decision of the Commission adopting DT S should also set out the 
approved methods and scope of any furt:her revision of that table. 
The date of the next revision should also be determined in that 
decision to avoid the ticning problems adverted to by the s·taff in 
OSH 31. 
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• 
It is apparent that the revision of the c1ata contained in 

EXhibits 31-9 and 31-10 to reflect the sUbstitution of current cost 

data in the consttuctive mileage formula. would advance the date of 
the adoption of DT 8 for a period of not less than one year. The 
original date of hearing in this proceeclixlg was June 19, 1972. As 

pointed out by the staff and other parties, this proceedillg should 
be culminated as rapidly as possible so that the major changes in 
freeway alignment accomplished since D'l' 7 became effective should be 
reflected in the cons,tructive mileages in DT S. 

Based on the foregOing, it will be reasonable to: 
(1) adopt the staff proposals in Exhibits 31-9, 31-10, 31-11, and 
31-28- as DT 8, (2) consider the erA. , s proposals herein as factors 
to be 'USed by the staff in the development of the next revision of 
the distance table, and (3) set the period in which the distance 
table revision studies should be accomplished. 

As heretofore stated, C~ cross-e~ed on several points 
which were not raised in its proposals herein, such .as the fact that 
no current studies were made of mileages over certain ferries in the 
Sacramento Delta Region. C'!A showed that lim.ited studies were macle 
to determine whether governmental or other restrictions exist which 

prevent or inhibit the use of certain segments of highways by for-hire 
vehicles, and whether any of such highways should be sUbject to 
increased constructive mileage or eompletely el;m;nated from the 

distance table highway system. !he Commission staff should be 

directed by the CommisSion, iri connection with the next revision of 

this distance table, to· make such studies as axe necessary to obtain 
current data. for all roads and highways in the distance table. 
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Recommended Findings 

• 
1. OSH 31 in Case No. 7024 was issued by the Commission 1:0. 

receive evidence from all interested parties with respect to the 

nature and extent of~ and the appropriate methods of accomplishing, 
- future changes in the constructive mileages, rules, and governing 

provisions of DT 7. 

2. Public hearings have been held in OSH 31 in which all 
interested parties have had an opportunity to be heard. 

S. Interim Decision No. 81862 dated September 12, 1973 in 
OSH 31 ordered that the Commission staff shall continue its studies 
looking to a revision of the distance table wit:h a view to conclusion 
of said stuides and presentation 'thereof at a public hearing within 

sufficient time to- pennit the revised distance table to become 
effective January 1, 1975. lhe scope of the studies to be unclertaken 
by the staff shall be that set forth in Finding 5 of the opinion. 

4. Pursuant to the Commission order in Decision No. 81862, the 
sta£~ presented Exhibits 31 ... 9, 31-10, 31-l1~ and 31 ... 28-, which 
collectively comprise the staff's proposed D'! 8. 

S. The target date for the adoption of DT 8 set forth in 
Ordering Pa.ragraph 1 of Dec:lsion No. 81862 cannot be met because the 
hearing and subsequent decisional processes were carried forward 
beyond a date which would permit the Commission to issue a final 
decision prior to the end of 1974. 

6 • Although DT 8 may not be adopted to become effective on the 
target date of .January l~ 1975 set forth 111 Decision No. 81862, DT 8 
should become effective at the earliest possible date in keeping with 
the intent of that decision. 
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7. Pursuant 1:0 Finding 4 and Finding 5 (subparagraph (i») of 
Decision No. 81862, the staff's proposed DT 8 was developed by using 
the constructive mileage formula and values therein adopted for use 
in determining the constructive mileages in DT 7. The cost components 
used in the constructive mileage formula are the same for DT S, DX 6, 
and DT 7. The change in the values in the formula betw'een DT 5 and 
DT 8 is a change in the standard speed from 50 mph (DT 5 and DT 6) to 
5S mph (Dr 7 and. DT 8). 

8. The Commission staff did not propose to zone the communities 
encompassed within the extended areas of Bakersfield, Fresno, 
Stockton, Sacramento, and: North Sacramento as part of the staff 
studies undertaken herein and Decision No. 81862 did not require the 
zoning of those communities. 

9. CXA, in its Exhibit 31-27, proposed that current values for 
running. costs and current hourly COS1:s be sul:>stitu1:ed in the construc
tive mileage formula in place of the values adopted in connection 
with D! 5 (Decision No. 64802 (1963) 60 CPUC 4531. 

10. The Commission considered the subs1:itution of current cost 
values in the constructive uil.eage fOrttUla in conneetion with the 
plan for the development of the staff studies adopted in Decision 
No. 81862 and found in that decision that DT ~ should be based on the 
constructive mileage formula and values therein used in connection 
with DI 7~ (See Recommended Finding 7 above.) 

11. A witness from the Commission staff testified that an 
additional 13 months would be required to revise the constructive 
mileages ~ Exhibits 31-9 and 31-10 to reflect the proposal in etA's 
Exhibit 31 ... 27. 
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12. Inasmuch as the Cottmission has considered and rejeeted in 

the initial phase of OSH 31 eulminating in Decision No. 81862 a 
proposal of eTA subs tantially the same as that set forth in its 

Exhibit 31-27 ~ and as the ztdoption of the proposal in Exhibit 3l-27 
would unduly delay the issuance of DT 3 for approximately one year, 
the proposal in said Exhibit 31-27 should be rejeeted in conneetion 
with DT 8. 

13. !he ~ in its Exhibit 31-26 proposed that metropolitan 
zones should be es ta'blished within areas embraced by the present 
extended areas of Bakersfield, Fresno, Stockton, Sacramento, and 
North Sacramento. 

16,. '!he establishment of metropolitan zones wit:b.in the present 
extended areas, as proposed in CTA's Exhibit 31-26, would reduce the 

geographical area subject to a single mileage basing point; would 
provide more equitable constructive mileage relationships within the 
com:nunities. embrc.ced by the present extended are2.S, and between those 
com::nunities and other points; and would eonform to the crit:eri~ for 
development of metropolitan zones which underlie the development of 
the existing metropolitan zone systems. 

15. The construc:tive mileages and mileage relationships whieh 
would result from the adoption of CIh's proposals in Exhibit 31-26 
would result in just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory provisiocs. 

16. !he Commission staff witness estimated that an additional 
period of seven months would be required to revise Exhibies 31-9 and 
31 ... 10 to include the metropolitan zoning proposed iJ;l Exhibit .3l-26·. 
That time estimate is based, in part, on the necessity to devel~ 
approxi:nately 65 new red points as entry points to the' new zones or 
as new :ni.leage basing points~ and on the fact that all distance table 

mileages must be reeomputed u..<dns. A :rev.Lc;ed computer :run ~ontai.n:rng 
the new red points. 
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• 
17. The adoption of C'IA r s proposal in its Exhibit 31-26 

concerning additiooal metropolitan zoning for the extended 

areas of B.akersfie1d~ Fresno~ Stockton, Sacramento~ and North 
Sacramento would unduly delay the issuance of D! 8 and should not 

be a~ted at this time. 
18. Exhibits 31-9, 31-10, 31-l1~ and 31-28 should constitute 

the current revision of the distance table (DT .8) and the constrUCtive 
mileages, rules ~ and related provisions set forth in D'r 8 are 
reason~le and justified. Such distance table should become effec
tive at the earliest possible date. 

19. Dl' 8, when applied in conjunction with :nin:i.mum rate tariffs 
subject thereto, will result in just, reason.a.ble~ and nondiscrimina
tory min:im\lm rates for transr><>rtation governed by said tariffs,. 

20. To the extent that the provisions of D!' 7 heretofore have 

been found to constitute reasonable rules and distances for common 
carriers as defined in the Public Utilities Code~ the provisions of 
DX 8 adopted by the Co:nission in its order herein are, and will be, 

reasonable provisions for said carriers. 
21. To this s~e extent,. existing rules .:md distances which 

are maintained by said cormnon carriers for tr.onsportation within 
California arc, ~d for the -future will be, un%'easonable, insuffi
cient, and not justified by the actual competitive rates of corrrpeting 
carriers or by the cost of other means of transportation insofar as 1 , 
they are lower in volane or effect than those set forth in DT8. ~ 

22. As indicated in Decision No. 81862 and "the preceding 
recoillXlended findings, DX 8 is a partial revision of D! 7 for the 
purpose of including certain major new interstate bighway segmerits 
and new bridges; it is not intended to be a complete new distance 
table. The Commission staff should be directed to accomplish a ' 
complete revision of the distance table with reasonable dispateh. 
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23. In order to (a) eliminate \U"1necessary delays, (1) remove 
areas of possible conflict which cannot be resolved after studies 
are begun, and (c) accommodate the views of all parties, the 
Commission should specify by formal order the scope of the staff 
studies in connection with the revision of DX 8 before field work in 
connection therewith i$ begun. 

24.. The Commission staff should be directed by the order in 
OSH 31 to: 

(a) Resurvey all ferries, bigJ;xr.,.ray segments which 
are subject to governmental or other restric
tions which prevent or inhibit movement of 
tractor and Semitrailer equipment, and other 
roads now included in the constructive, 
mileage network. 

(b) Include in the revision of DT 8 the metro
politan zones and related provisiQQs found 
reasonable for future inclusion in the 
distance table tn Recommended Finding 14 
above. 

(c) Develop constructive mileages based on the 
use of cost data as c~onents of the 
constructive mileage formula which are 
current' at the time of the staff study_ 
The staff may, as· an alternative proposal, 
also develop constructive milea~es on a 
basis different than the forego~g. 

(d) Determine whether any major cha~ge in 
distance table rules, metropolitan zoning, 
or other proviSions of the distance table
may be required, and ad"lise all known 
interested parties of ~he nature of the 
changes, if any, necessary to· modernize 
the provisions of the distance ta~le. 
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Recommended Conclusions 
1.. Distance Table 8 should be issued in accorclance with 

~oamendcd Finding 18 • 

. 2. Revision of that distance table should 'be initiated promptly 
in accordance with ReeotuDended Finding 12. 

3. The Cottmission's order in OSH 31 should specify the manner 
in which the staff studies required by Conclusion 2 should be 

conducted and presented in accordanee with Reco:mnended Findi:ags 22 
and 24. 

4. A new OSH should be issued and he.arir1g in case No •. 7024 
should be held in mid-1975 for the purposes described in Recoamended 
Finding 23. 

Dated at San Francisco:. California:. this 20th day of 
November, 1974. 
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